The Foreign Language Leader Award students organised a German Evening on the 27th June 2017!

On the 27th of June, Year 10 Foreign Language Leader students organised and hosted a German Cultural Evening entitled
‘Spaß und Spiel’ (Fun and Acts) with Year 8, 10 and 12 students taking part. The evening was a great success, due to the
wonderful and entertaining performances carried out by German students and staff throughout the school.

Some of the many fantastic performances were carried out by students from each of the Year 8 forms, with a variety of
sketches, songs and poems. All of which were rehearsed and bravely performed in front of the many supportive friends,
family and Spalding High School teachers.

One certainly entertaining part of the evening was the comedy sketch performed by the wonderful Mr Blackbourn and
Mr Isted. This performance consisted of a very humorous mock GCSE speaking exam, which had us all in stitches.
Another riveting act was presented by the sixth form German students, and was composed of a mixture of jokes which
thoroughly entertained the room.

The Foreign Language Leader students were very successful in running the evening, with many delicious cakes, snacks
and drinks, all of which were made by the Year 10 team. The hall was decorated too, with glorious handmade bunting
and table decorations consisting of fresh flowers and confetti, all in the colours of the German flag. So were the
refreshments!

This evening was funded by the donations gratefully received on the evening, and so we would like to thank everyone
who came along to enjoy the evening and made a donation to the fund. From all the students involved, we would also
like to thank Mrs Carthy, Mrs Barats and Mrs Knowles for their support and guidance throughout the process of
organising the evening.
We would also like to thank our sponsors Mr Harpham from Greenyard Fresh and Mr Hudson from Flamingo
Horticulture without whom we would not be able to do this award.

